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Chord Finder Chapter 2 There are many good chord finders and chord mapper programs on the internet.
Dr. Dheeraj Mehrotra www.duane-shinn.com You must have realized by now that All mapp, is a general
chord mapper and not just a chord finder. mapper. Guitar player Joel Primack wrote a tutorial on chord

mappings at www.guitar.com/articles/chord-mappings. html In my opinion you should not use chord
finder programs or easy chord mappers to learn chord mappings. Chord FINDERS and CHORD MAPPER

There are some very good, easy chord finders and chord mappers available on the internet. A good
chord mapper will 1) provide chord mappings; 2) show not only the chords, but the chord progressions
or chord sequences; 3) show all chords with all applicable fingerings; 4) show where the chord voicing

changes or progresses from one chord to another; 5) show all the chords in a song as a chord map; and
more. But it would be a shame to spend tens of dollars and hours learning how to use a chord mapper
and then not knowing how to apply your new knowledge! In this tutorial I will show you how to create
your own very simple chord mapper and chord finder programs. What tools will you need 1) Delphi. 2)

Windows. 3) A text editor. 4) Hex editors (There are many Hex editors at your local Computer store. One
of the best ones is called Hex. It is free and can be downloaded from the web.) 5) Music notation in a
text editor program is a big advantage. Not every chord mapper can support music notation. It is very
difficult to describe chord mappings in charts, pictures or any way! You should be familiar with all of

these before you start this tutorial. Step 1: Download a free chord mapper There are many chord
mapper software programs on the internet. You should use one that is free, because some of them are

very complicated. You should use one that is Windows compatible. My favorite one is called
ChordMapper and is available at www.duane-
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